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modern laptop,
tablet or smartphone

can be used as a
camera. the iphone
is a camera, as are

the android devices.
most modern
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camera phones have
an internal memory
that they can use to
store their images. a
few also have an sd
card slot, which is

where they will store
their images and

videos. many
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cameras can be
connected to a

computer via a usb
cable, and this is

where they will be
stored. now, if you

want to recover
deleted images from
your iphone, you can
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do this easily with
the help of camera

ballistics. you simply
select the images
that you want to
recover. then you
press the recover
button, and the

selected images will
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be recovered. the
program offers a
comprehensive

collection of tools to
help you extract
personal data,

including: photos,
videos, call history,

contacts, text
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messages,
multimedia

messages, data from
apps like skype,

dropbox, evernote,
facebook, whatsapp,
viber, signal, wechat
and lots of others. (a
dsbygoogle=window
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forensic express pro
2021 automatically

uses multiple
communication
protocols and
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advanced
techniques to urge

maximum data from
each phone and os.
then it combines all
data found, removes
any duplicates, and
presents it beat an

entire, easily
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